
6. Jaina doctrine of the many-ness of reality, i.e., anekäntav2da 

The Jaina theory of judgment which is known as Sy�dv�da is a 

logical corollary of the theory of reality advocated by the Jainas 

The Jainas hold that every object known by us is endued with with 

infinite number of qualities and modes. A constant change is 

going on within the object, and thus the object is changing its 

appearance at every moment. The Jainas urge that reality is 

extremely complex in its nature. A clear understanding of this 

complex nature requires of us to view the object from all possible 

standpoints. We may judge an object in one of its 
An object bas 
innumerable
features 

particular aspects, from a particular standpoint

It is because we forget this limitation and regard 

our judgments as unconditionally true that we 

commit error. We then think the partial aspect of the object to be 

the object as it really is, and thereby our knowledge of the objed 

becomes partial and incomplete. Chöndogya Upani_ad, for exampic 

object 

says that all change is unreal. Various things are made of gol ofgold. 

These gold-products are all transitory and unreal. What is r real 

among these products is their underlying substance, viz. gou Viz. gold. 

real 

Varioty or many consists in the name and form. Name and for 

is unreal. The Buddhists, on the other hand, contend that the that thero 

l a0anta-dharmakam vasto. 
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nothing permancnt..hing permanent. Every thing is change and tecoming. We experience the attributes of objects , and these attributes 
can on 

are constantly changing. There is no reality which 
FL nIa vada or aLniava da is permanent. The Jainas opine that both these Deided-ncss 

contentions are partial, since they have viewed the 
reality lv in one of its many aspects and from a particular stand- 
oint. Hence they are one-sided (ekdnta). One-sided or partial nositions are called ekõnta v+da, 

Viewing the reality in only one of its aspects from a particular 
noint of view, and regarding it as the real and complete view is 
like the descriptions given of an elephant by six blind persons..
The man, who touched the leg, regarded the elephant as a pillar, 
and be wbo touched its ear, gave out that the animal was a winno- 

wing fan. It is evident that these blind persons 
were telling only partial truths. Thus all things 
possess infinite qualities and infinite relations. If 
one desires to have the knowledge of the reality as 

it is in itself, one should view it in all its aspects and from all. 
possible standpoints. This philosophic outlook of the Jainas has 

Relaiive plura- 
lism or anek+nta-
vda 

come to be known as anek�nta-v+da or the theory of reality as 

many-faced.
According to the Jainas, every object is many-faced. We can 

4y nothing cetegorically about this object. All our statements
and judgments about object are only relatively true. Our judg- 

Keality can only infinite qualities and infinite relations. Hence, one 

nds all things completely, comprehends one thing completely.

eDts about object are true under certain conditions. The world 
1s a system of inter-related objects possessing

beknown by 
eeiscience who comprehends one thing completely compre 

hends all things completely, and one who compre 

omniscient person can obtain, through Kevala jii?na, Ouly an 
omplete knowledge abou an object. 
1Jais alua conception of Subatance (Dravya) 

d that which possesscs characters 'dharm). That which possesses 

philosophy a distinction is made between characters (dharma) 
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arac characters is, generally, called a substance (dravya). By charand 

are meant qualities or attributes, and by dharmi is meant the 

stratum of these qualities or attributes. Dharmi is calied dr 

or substance. The Jainas have accepted the term 'substance 

this sense. They, however, point out that there are two kinds 

lenta characters found in every substance- essential and accident 

the substance The essential characters of a substance reside in 

long as the substance remains. Without these characters the suk 

stance will cease to be what it is. But the inessential characte 

an essentia are changeable. Consciousness is an essenti A substance is 
what possesses 
qualities a well 
as modes 

character of the soul. The inessential or accident 

characters of the soul are desires, volitions, Dles 
sure and pain, since these always change. lt 

through the changes of these accidental characters ihat a substan 
undergoes change or modification. In the Jaina philosophicu language, the essential unchanging character is called g called gua 
(quality), and the accidental, changing character is called paryiu (mode), A substance has, therefore, been defined in Jaina philose phy as what possesses qualities as well as modes 

If we note the changes occurring in objects, we shall find that some of the characters of the object disappears, some new chare cters make their appearance and some characters remain uncha nged. When a pot is produced out of a lump of clay, the lump 
Substance is 
what remains 
unchanged, per- 
manent and 
identica1 

The 
qualities, i.e., the essential characters of clay not change in the process of transformation clay into the pot. A substance is permanent from 

destroyed, but the clay remains. The lump-fora disappears after giving rise to the pot-form. 

the standpoint of its unchanging essence. There are in There are in eve object or thing certain characters called qualities, which T unchanged in the midst of încessant changes. Hence, the n 

emain 

of substance is neither wholly permanent nor wholly Cnau 
Hence, the natu 

Substance (dravya) is permanent in regard to its qualitie> 
Dgeable 

essential characters and impermanent in regard to its changing characterS. A substance is that which is abiding, u 
nchsi 

2. 8up-pary�yavad dravyam. 
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ngeable and identical 
and changeable changeable. Thus substance is what endures through all these 

The modes of a substance are impermanent 

changes, and the changes are the manifestation of the inherent 

substance. 

Considered Considered from the standpoint of the essential characters of 
substance, the world is permanent, and in so far as the accidental 

characters undergo modification, the world also 

Therefore, the Buddhists who hold that 
there is nothingpermanent in the universe and that 

A Substance is 

both permanent changes 
and im per 
manent 

everything changes from moment to moment, aree 
one-sided. one-sided. Equally one-sided are the monistic Ved�ntins who 
declare change to be unreal In fact, change and permanence are 

both real. From the standpoint of modes, charge is real This 

standpoint is known in Jaina philosophy as pary+ya-naya. From 

the standpoint of substance, permanence is real. This view is 
called dravya-naya. Therefore, the same thing viewed from 
diferent standpoints, is beth permanent and impermanent. 

A substance has the characteristic of existence. It is a real 
entity. A thing is real when it has origin, existence and destruc- 

tion. A part of substànce is unchangeable. Hence 
Substance ii real 

substance has existence. In so far as the modes 
are changing-old ones disappearing and new ones appearing-the 
substance has origin and destruction. Substance possesses these 
three characters. So it is real. 

To sum up, substance is that which persists in and through its 
Own qualities and modifications. Substance is one, the inherent 
essence of all things, manifests itself through diverse forms, has 
the three characteristics of creation, destruction and staying, and 
may be described by opposites," 

The Jainas have classificd suhuto 


